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“Senanayake” is inspired by my mother's dual-identity
and who she was in the Eighties. She is a woman of
opulence who never revealed her past or her family.
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For this collection I analysed, researched and interacted
with my Italian, Sri Lankan and Middle Eastern heritage
to create a vision born from my multi cultural identity.

The aim is to create a Haute Couture inspired fantasy of
who my mother was before she met my father in the
Eighties,
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She is a woman of opulence who never revealed her past or
her family.

C E NT RA L SA I NT MA RT I N S
Fashion Design With Marketing
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For this collection I analysed, researched and interacted
with my Italian, Sri Lankan and Middle Eastern heritage to
create a vision born from my multi cultural identity.
Focusing on my mysterious Sri Lankan roots, I am tearing
through the superficial in the quest of unearthing the
understructure of my mother's identity, and thus mine;
reflected as I shred apart look 3 giving birth to look 4 - the
understructure - in my film.
The aim is to create a Haute Couture inspired fantasy. I am
using traditional glamorous couture fabrics but subverting
them in a contemporary statement in terms of my cultural
identity; multi cultural and globally diverse research is in
itself a contemporary way of understanding the traditional
idea of Haute Couture.

